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all the major upgrades, as well as the new adobe lens feature, are
available for free in the creative cloud desktop applications
(photoshop, illustrator, indesign, incopy, acrobat dc, adobe xd,
dimension, animate, dreamweaver, premiere pro, premiere rush,
after effects, audition, character animator, media encoder,
prelude, bridge, camera raw, lightroom cc and lightroom classic).
a subscription is also needed for the mobile applications, though
these are completely free if you have an apple ios device. adobe
cc 2020 also offers a variety of discounts for students, educators
and small businesses. please see the table below for whats new in
each tool. adobe camera raw (adobe lightroom) can now edit raw
files from different manufacturers such as nikon, canon, sony,
fujifilm, olympus and more. adobe created a new camera profiles
hub for you to search through and download these profiles. please
see the table below for whats new in each tool. the latest release
of photoshop has its own ai-driven features powered by adobe
sensei. for example, quick mask will now find the edges and
corners of objects in your image, so you can easily correct them.
you can also use the content-aware fill tool to replace an area of
an image with the content from the surrounding area, based on
the results of a photo analysis. you can also quickly apply styles to
your image that have been created by ai in the ai-powered adobe
sensei. adobe color cc is a cloud-based color-grading solution that
can be used for large projects, or as a personal tool to quickly
correct and improve your images. adobe made it easier to work
with raw files, and offers best in class color, light, and skin tones.
you can also use the new app to quickly view your images and
create adjustments and styles.
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the first thing you may want to know about this new feature is
that you must be using a new version of google chrome to get it

working correctly, or at least this is what the adobe support
engineers tell me. this feature is designed to work best in chrome.
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if you use safari or firefox you wont be able to use this feature. if
you are using windows, you will want to enable windows defender

and have enabled the enhanced protection technology on your
antivirus software to get this working (enhanced protection is the
default mode). on mac, i don't believe you need to do anything

besides just enabling it in your security settings. the time machine
is of course aimed at giving you more control over your workflow.

you can configure it in a number of ways and from what i'm
understanding, you can have it activate an action, a filter, a
preset, etc. by default, you can setup your time machine to

activate any plug-in and any action. one neat feature is that you
can control the amount of blending. the first time you use this

feature, you will want to give it a few minutes to see how it works.
if you have not made any changes to your blend mode preference
then the time machine will blend your selected source and your
active layer. if you want to change the way your timelines blend,

you will want to go into the blending preferences. adobe also
announced a whole new set of business features for the

company's cloud services, including a new subscription model, a
new, super-fast, cloud-based web browser called the adobe

accelerate tool, and new content creation features like the new
content-aware fill and reflow tools. all of these are exciting, and

we'll be sure to cover more of them in the months to come. but for
today, it's time to get back to basics: 5ec8ef588b
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